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The AML prohibits the following acts conducted by an operator with dominant position: (i) selling or purchasing products at unfair prices; (ii) selling products below cost without justifiable reasons; (iii) refusal to trade without justifiable reasons; (iv) restricting others to exclusively trade with it or other operators designated by it without justifiable reasons; (v) tying products or imposing other unreasonable conditions without justifiable reasons; and (iv) applying different treatments in price or other conditions without justifiable reasons. While the NDRC Draft Provisions focus on regulating those acts in connection with pricing under (i), (ii) and (vi), the Draft Provisions focus on acts of abuse by means of (iii) – (v) and using different treatments unrelated to pricing under (vi). These provisions set forth useful protocols for an operator that may be recognized as having a dominant position.

Unlike the business concentration, the prohibition on abuse of dominant position under the AML has not been put into effect. Therefore, the Draft Provisions and the NDRC Draft Provisions should be promulgated and implemented as soon as possible.
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